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AuGMENTED is Starward Rogue, but bigger, better, and coated with gold. Newly added Gold Floors mysteriously appear
throughout your run. Inhabited by rare enemies, unique 5d3b920ae0
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The base game was surprisingly awesome and hooked me in deep. This is the perfect amount of content to draw me right back
in and make everything feel fresh.. Fun Game, keep making them I will keep buying them. The amount of content you get for
the new DLC is awesome, it adss replayability to a game that already has tons of weapons, perks, consumables, bosses, rooms,
mechs,. It's a steal if you already enjoyed the base game.. Fun Game, keep making them I will keep buying them. Augmented
adds some worthy additional content to the Starward Rogue base game including new enemies, mechs, music and weapons.
Nothing ground breaking or revolutionary but if you enjoyed the sci-fi fusion of rogue-lite / dungeon crawler / bullet hell of the
original game then this is definately worth owning.. Augmented adds some worthy additional content to the Starward Rogue
base game including new enemies, mechs, music and weapons. Nothing ground breaking or revolutionary but if you enjoyed the
sci-fi fusion of rogue-lite / dungeon crawler / bullet hell of the original game then this is definately worth owning.
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